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A sonic exploration and interrogation of part of the old abandoned stone workings at 

Dukes Quarry, near Whatstandwell, Derbyshire. Situated in pristine deciduous woodland 

with a nearby stream, a few miles from a busy main road and Matlock Bath, this most 

inspiring location consisting of a number of sheer cliff faces, presented an interesting 

challenge for phonographic exploration and sonic stimulation through interactive 

performance. 

 

The Stonevandal Suite: Dukes Quarry 

 

Part 1 - A prelude at the dead of night in near pitch blackness involving a walk-in to the 

location through a metal gate and (careful) exploration of the woodland, a small stream 

and a large pipe. The atmosphere was sheer black velvet, almost impossible to see 

anything, even with adapted vision. The quarry cliff rock faces were not explored for 

reasons of personal safety, and in any case it was so dark I could not find the pathway to 

reach them! Recorded around 22.30 on 19th August 2013. 

 

Part 2 - A dusk improvisation featuring a walkabout around the rock faces and environs 

using found and carried objects to sonically stimulate the environment. Among the found 

objects were fallen branches, plus large and small eroded lumps of rock from the quarry 

face. Surface interrogation involved the use of hands and feet directly, plus the use of 

found objects. This work also features for the first time, the hand stroking of fern fronds, 

moss and lichen clinging to the exposed rock surfaces. Recorded at dusk on 20th August 

2013 

 

 

 



The series of works entitled 'The Stonevandal Suite', refers to an ongoing series of sound 

works realised through acts of creative disturbance – by liberating sounds from a silent 

environment using (predominantly) found objects at the location. Apart from liberating 

the silent unexpressed sonic potentialities at the location the performing artist must listen 

carefully and exercise ethical considerations due to his/her presence and assess an 

appropriate level of activity according to the robustness or fragility of the environment 

being explored. 

Recorded binaurally using custom modified in-ear microphones and is intended for 

headphone listening. 

All photographs dallas simpson, video courtesy of helen simpson, taken on 15th August 

2013 
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